by
The players appeared in the match at Adelaide where it all kicked off eighty years ago this week
http://www.espncricinfo.com/bodyline/engine/match/62608.html.
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Across
1 Man in sunhat, strangely
warm (between you and me),
caused 19th century trade
disputes (3,5,4)
10 Naval formations
represented as drama (7)
11 Some crude ads easily
become something very salty
(4,3)
12 Old Greek money found in
aid to Bolivia (5)
13 Australian player
forbidding setter to train,
initially (8)
15 Fictional polyglot turned
into titled lord (2,8)
16 Accounts book with the
covers torn off gives an
advantage (4)

18 England player troubled by
seam (4)
20 Secret black transport for
the wealthy (7,3)
22 Was one of Duncan
Fletcher's useful lessons
learned initially from captain?
(8)
24 The French capture Jason's
ship, discarding nothing big
(5)
26 Australian player erotically
cavorts once cat is put out (7)
27 Anomalous data point
possibly stumped one staying
in bed? (7)
28 Land line stops salesmen
coming back around for old
warrior (5,7)

Down
2 Rounds seen finally in high
definition by England player
(7)

9 Get her to fly as worryingly
controversial tactic (4,3,6)
14 Buffy perhaps carries
canvas for Bradman? (4,6)

3 Australian player's former
area of study (8)

17 Good man I permitted to
get knife (8)

4 Take infusion regularly in
that case (2,2)

19 The Spanish need a ring
for every second pair running
off together? (7)

5 Loner moved around to
song by Bowie (or Gabriel)
(6,4)
6 Frighten as an empty room
might? (5)
7 Second American priest to
finish and impose a
moratorium (7)
8 Old World diarrhoea
terrible (though not dire) for
England player (6,7)

21 Captain Austen possibly
crossing road with setter (7)
23 Treacherous area has
lichenous borders with iron
fencing (5)
25 Insect huge when
shortened by a millimetre (4)

